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Abstract

Task-oriented dialogue (TOD) systems func-
tion as digital assistants, guiding users through
various tasks such as booking flights or finding
restaurants. Existing toolkits for building TOD
systems often fall short of in delivering compre-
hensive arrays of data, models, and experimen-
tal environments with a user-friendly experi-
ence. We introduce ConvLab-3: a multifaceted
dialogue system toolkit crafted to bridge this
gap. Our unified data format simplifies the in-
tegration of diverse datasets and models, signif-
icantly reducing complexity and cost for study-
ing generalization and transfer. Enhanced with
robust reinforcement learning (RL) tools, fea-
turing a streamlined training process, in-depth
evaluation tools, and a selection of user simu-
lators, ConvLab-3 supports the rapid develop-
ment and evaluation of robust dialogue policies.
Through an extensive study, we demonstrate
the efficacy of transfer learning and RL and
showcase that ConvLab-3 is not only a pow-
erful tool for seasoned researchers but also an
accessible platform for newcomers1.

1 Introduction

Task-oriented dialogue (TOD) systems converse
with their users in natural language to help them
fulfil a task, such as booking a flight or finding a
restaurant. Unlike chit-chat dialogues, a critical
aspect of these systems is that they are grounded in
an ontology that contains domains, slots, and values
which describe the dialogue task, i.e. user goal, as
well as including domain-specific databases.

1ConvLab-3 is publicly available at https://github.
com/ConvLab/ConvLab-3 under Apache License 2.0. The
demonstrative video accompanying this paper is available at
https://youtu.be/t6HVTJCeGLo.

*These authors contributed equally to this work.
†These authors share the senior authorship of this work.

There are two distinct capabilities that TOD sys-
tems need to exhibit. They need to track the state
of the dialogue and based on that decide on the next
action to take in order to steer the conversation to-
wards fulfilling the user’s goal (Young et al., 2007).
The architecture of TOD systems typically adopts
a modular approach, often encompassing compo-
nents like dialogue state trackers and policies, and
may include language understanding or generation
units, as depicted in Figure 1. The complexity of a
TOD system necessitates a toolkit with advanced,
easily integrable modules allowing for straightfor-
ward training, evaluation, and combination.

The vast amount of possible user behaviours and
tasks that a TOD system might assist with neces-
sitates the study of generalization and transfer to-
wards new users and datasets. While many datasets
for studying task-oriented dialogue have been pro-
posed (Wen et al., 2016; Mrkšić et al., 2017; Byrne
et al., 2019; Eric et al., 2020; Rastogi et al., 2020;
Zhu et al., 2020a; Feng et al., 2022), the various
dialogue, ontology and database formats hinder re-
searchers from validating their models on unseen
data. In this work we propose a unified format to
bridge the gap between different TOD datasets and
models and provide a unified training and evalua-
tion framework that accelerates the study of gener-
alization capabilities. Once a dataset is transformed
into the unified format, it can be immediately used
by supported models. Similarly, once a model sup-
ports the unified format, it can access all supported
datasets. This feature reduces the cost of adapting
M models to N datasets from M ×N to M +N .

The dialogue policy, as the decision-making
component of a TOD system, is pivotal to the suc-
cess or failure of a dialogue task. It is typically op-
timized using reinforcement learning (RL), neces-
sitating additional components such as algorithms,
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Figure 1: ConvLab-3: The unified format serves as a bridge, connecting diverse datasets and dialogue models. It
streamlines the integration of various TOD modules, including supervised learning, evaluation, and a wide array of
essential evaluation metrics, thanks to the unified data loader and evaluator. These modules can be incorporated,
either in the agent or user simulator, through a configuration file, defining the environment for interactive evaluation
and reinforcement learning.

evaluation tools, and user simulators. Realistic user
simulators are essential for conducting interactive
evaluations and tests against varied user behaviours,
in order to accurately mirror real-world scenarios.
ConvLab-3 streamlines RL-based development and
assessment of dialogue policies. We achieve this by
offering a configurable RL environment, evaluation
tools for thorough insights, and multiple user simu-
lators to explore generalization capabilities towards
new user behaviours, as depicted in Figure 1.

ConvLab-3 is especially useful for practition-
ers seeking to construct a dialogue system with-
out extensive expertise. Additionally, it provides a
fast, convenient, and dependable platform for both
novice and experienced researchers to conduct ex-
periments. In particular, it enables: (1) researchers
to perform experiments across a variety of datasets,
(2) developers to construct an dialogue system us-
ing custom datasets, and (3) community contrib-
utors to consistently add models and datasets. In
summary, our contributions are:

• A unified data format which allows for easy
generalisation and transfer learning experi-
ments across different datasets.

• A convenient RL framework and access to
different user simulators, accelerating the de-
velopment and evaluation of dialogue policies.

• Providing a broad collection of compatible
datasets and state-of-the-art models.

2 Related work

While Rasa (Bocklisch et al., 2017), NeMo
(Kuchaiev et al., 2019) and DialogueStudio (Zhang
et al., 2023) provide unified data formats, they do
not have RL tools or user simulators for interac-
tive training and evaluation of dialogue systems.
ParlAI (Miller et al., 2017) includes a reward at-
tribute in their unified format, but without acces-
sible RL tools. PyDial (Ultes et al., 2017) and
the predecessors of ConvLab-3 (Lee et al., 2019;
Zhu et al., 2020b) provide reinforcement learning
toolkits, however they lack a unified format and
thus the possibility to study generalization across
datasets. Moreover, PyDial and previous versions
of ConvLab do not provide multiple data-driven
user simulators and their training evaluation pro-
vides no tools for in-depth analysis. In addition,
none of the above toolkits provide a sufficient set
of state-of-the-art models for the different compo-
nents in a TOD system.

3 Unified Format

In our unified format, a dataset consists of (1) an
ontology that defines the annotation schema, (2)
dialogues with transformed annotations, and (3) a
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Dataset Dataset Annotations
Goal DA-U DA-S State API Database

Camrest (2016) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
WOZ 2.0 (2017) ✓ ✓
KVRET (2017) ✓ ✓ ✓
DailyDialog (2017) ✓
Taskmaster-1 (2019) ✓ ✓ ✓
Taskmaster-2 (2019) ✓ ✓ ✓
MultiWOZ 2.1 (2020) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
SGD (2020) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
MetaLWOZ (2020) ✓
CrossWOZ (2020a) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Taskmaster-3 (2021) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
EmoWOZ (2022) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Table 1: Annotations of current unified datasets. DA-
U/DA-S is dialogue acts annotation of user/system.

database that links to external knowledge sources
(see Figure 1).

Typically converting the formats of different
datasets is not straightforward, hindering format
adaptation of existing and new corpora. However,
in ConvLab-3 we provide detailed guidelines and
scripts that make the process of format adaptation
straightforward and error-free. ConvLab-3 offers
a large number of datasets in the unified format
as shown in Table 1, whilst also simplifying the
process of adding new datasets.

Moreover, as shown in Listing 1, we provide util-
ity functions to process the unified datasets, such as
delexicalization, splitting data for few-shot learn-
ing, and loading data for specific tasks. Based on
the unified format, evaluations of common tasks
across models and corpora are standardized, which
facilitates comparability. More details of already
supported datasets and tasks can be found in Ap-
pendix A and B, respectively.

3.1 Ontology

Following Budzianowski et al. (2018) and Rastogi
et al. (2020), an ontology consists of: (1) Domains
and their slots in a hierarchical format. Each slot
has a Boolean flag indicating whether it is a categor-
ical slot (whose value set is fixed). (2) All possible
intents in dialogue acts. (3) Possible dialogue acts
appearing in the dialogues. Each act is comprised
of intent, domain, slot, and speaker (i.e., system or
user). (4) Template dialogue state. We also pro-
vide a natural language description, if available, for
each domain, slot, and intent to facilitate few-shot
learning (Mi et al., 2022) and domain transfer (Lin
et al., 2021b).

from convlab.util import *

dataset_name = "multiwoz21"
# load dataset: a dict maps data_split to dialogues
dataset = load_dataset(dataset_name)
# load dataset in a predefined order with a custom
# split ratio for reproducible few -shot experiments
dataset = load_dataset(dataset_name , \

split2ratio ={"train": 0.01})

# load ontology and database similarly
ontology = load_ontology(dataset_name)
database = load_database(dataset_name)
# query the database with domain and state
state = {"hotel": {"area": "east", \

"price range": "moderate"}}
res = database.query("hotel", state , topk =3)

# Example functions based on the unified format
# load the user turns in the test set for NLU task
nlu_data = load_nlu_data(dataset , "test", "user")
# dataset -agnostic delexicalization
dataset , delex_vocab = create_delex_data(dataset)

Listing 1: Example usage of unified datasets.

3.2 Dialogues

We unify the format of dialogue annotations in-
cluded in many datasets and commonly used by
dialogue models while keeping the original format
of annotations that only appear in specific datasets.
As we integrate more datasets in the future, we will
expand the unified format to include more common
annotations.

For a dialogue in the unified format, dialogue-
level information includes the dataset name, data
split (training or test), unique dialogue ID, involved
domains, user goal, etc. Following MultiWOZ
(Budzianowski et al., 2018), a user goal has in-
formable slot-value pairs, requestable slots, and a
natural language instruction summarizing the goal.

Turn-level information includes speaker, utter-
ance, dialogue acts, state, database result, etc (see
Appendix H for an example). Each dialogue act
is a list of tuples, each tuple consisting of intent,
domain, slot, and value. According to the value,
we divide dialogue acts into three groups: (1) cat-
egorical for slots whose value set is predefined in
the ontology (e.g., inform the weekday of a flight).
(2) non-categorical for slots whose values can not
be enumerated (e.g., inform the address of a ho-
tel). (3) binary for intents without actual values
(e.g., request the address of a hotel). The state is
initialized by the template state as defined by the
ontology and updated during the conversation, con-
taining slot-value pairs of involved domains. A
database result is a list of entities retrieved from
the database or other knowledge sources. We list
common annotations included in the unified data
format and the tasks they support in Appendix B.
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Other dataset-specific annotations are retained in
their original formats.

3.3 Database/API Interface

To unify the interaction with different types of
databases, we define a BaseDatabase class that has
an abstract query function to be customized. The
query function takes the current domain, dialogue
state, and other custom arguments as input and re-
turns a list of top-k candidate entities. By inheriting
BaseDatabase and overriding the query function,
we can easily access different databases/APIs and
retrieve the result with a unified format.

3.4 Evaluation

To provide a comparable evaluation setup for all
TOD tasks supported by the unified format, we
provide unified evaluation scripts. These scripts
include commonly used metrics such as: turn accu-
racy (ACC) and dialogue act F1 score for natural
language understanding (NLU) (Zhu et al., 2020b),
joint goal accuracy (JGA) and slot F1 score for dia-
logue state tracking (DST) (Li et al., 2021), BLEU
and slot error rate (SER) for natural language gen-
eration (NLG) (Wen et al., 2015), BLEU and Com-
bined score (Comb.) for End2End dialogue modeel-
ing (Mehri et al., 2019), turn accuracy, slot-value
F1 score and SER for user simulators (Lin et al.,
2021a, 2022).

4 Integrated Models

Convlab-3 provides a wide array of standard and
state-of-the-art models covering all modules in a
TOD system. This allows straightforward plug-and-
play experimentation when developing a specific
module, as well as building TOD systems easily on
custom datasets. A model is considered integrated
once it implements the corresponding module inter-
face and supports processing datasets in the unified
format.

Besides existing models in ConvLab-2 (Zhu
et al., 2020b), we integrate new transformer-based
models supporting the unified data format, includ-
ing SetSUMBT (van Niekerk et al., 2021) and
TripPy (Heck et al., 2020) for dialogue state track-
ing (DST), DDPT (Geishauser et al., 2022) and
LAVA (Lubis et al., 2020) for policy learning, SC-
GPT (Peng et al., 2020) for natural language gen-
eration (NLG), and SOLOIST (Peng et al., 2021)
with T5 as backbone model (Peng et al., 2022) for
end-to-end modeling (End2End). We also integrate

multiple powerful data-driven user simulators (US):
TUS (Lin et al., 2021a) that outputs user dialogue
acts, GenTUS (Lin et al., 2022) that outputs both
user dialogue acts and response, and EmoUS (Lin
et al., 2023) that additionally outputs emotions.

In addition, we apply text-generation models to
solve the tasks of TOD modules (see Appendix C.
We provide a range of models built upon T5 (Raffel
et al., 2020), covering NLU, DST, NLG, etc. We
also provide an interface to instruct large language
models (LLMs) such as ChatGPT and LLaMa (Tou-
vron et al., 2023) to serve as different modules such
as user simulators, NLU, DST, NLG, etc. See Heck
et al. (2023) for an example of how ChatGPT can
be instructed to serve as a DST model. All inte-
grated models are shown in Appendix B.

5 Reinforcement Learning Toolkit

The difficulty of building a comprehensive TOD
toolkit lies in the fact that it needs to support not
only supervised but also reinforcement learning.
As shown in Figure 1, this includes functionali-
ties to build configurable agents and user simula-
tors consisting of different modules, an evaluator
to provide reward signals, and analysis tools to
evaluate the training process and RL algorithms.
ConvLab-3 supports the straightforward combina-
tion of components with an easy-to-use configura-
tion file, including the definition of the interactive
environment given by the choice of user policy and
its components, see Appendix G for an example.

The dialogue policy module obtains the se-
mantic information of the DST (and NLU)
as input and produces a list of atomic ac-
tions [(domain1, intent1, slot1), ...] as output,
e.g. [(hotel, inform, phone), (hotel, inform,
addr)], which results in a large action space due
to the high number of possible atomic actions and
their combinations. As the input is on semantic
level while the policy network expects vectorized
input, ConvLab-3 provides a Vectoriser class
that acts as communication module between se-
mantic and vector representation. We treat the Vec-
toriser as an additional pipeline module, which
allows straightforward investigation of different
vectorization strategies in a plug-and-play fashion.
Moreover, policy networks can be used off-the-
shelf while only the Vectoriser needs to be adapted.
ConvLab-3 provides a base Vectoriser class that
can be easily adapted, as well as common vector-
ization strategies. In addition, we add the possi-
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bility for masking certain actions as inUltes et al.
(2017). This allows controllability of the policy
output and facilitates learning during RL due to re-
duction of the large action space. Moreover, in
addition to the on-policy RL algorithms REIN-
FORCE (Sutton et al., 1999) and PPO (Schulman
et al., 2017), which are already implemented in
ConvLab-2, we provide the state-of-the-art contin-
ual RL model DDPT together with state-of-the-art
algorithms VTRACE (Espeholt et al., 2018) and
CLEAR (Rolnick et al., 2019) for off-policy (Sut-
ton and Barto, 2018) and continual RL (Khetarpal
et al., 2022), respectively.

5.1 Evaluation Tools

Understanding the policy behaviour allows re-
searchers to fine-tune their algorithm or reward
model in an informed manner to improve perfor-
mance. The analysis of policy behaviour can be
done by studying 1) the efficiency of actions, i.e.
how many atomic actions are taken in a turn, 2)
how the selected intents are distributed in a turn,
3) actual dialogue interactions. The average num-
ber of atomic actions is an important indicator of
information overload, which a user simulator can
handle well in contrast to humans. The intent dis-
tribution reveals policy preferences and possible
exploitations of imperfect user simulators.

ConvLab-3 is the first toolkit to provide these
set of measures and evaluation tools together with
the common measurements of task success, return
and average number of turns. Moreover, actual
dialogues can be observed for in-depth evaluation.

6 Supervised Learning Experiments

Conducting supervised learning experiments on
multiple TOD datasets is convenient with the uni-
fied data format. We believe this feature will en-
courage researchers to build general dialogue mod-
els that perform well on various data as well as
to investigate knowledge transfer. In these exper-
iments, we demonstrate the ease of evaluating a
model’s knowledge transfer abilities using our uni-
fied format. Initially, we pre-train all models on the
Schema-Guided Dialogue (SGD) (Rastogi et al.,
2020) and Taskmaster-1&2&3 (Byrne et al., 2019,
2021) datasets jointly. These models are then fine-
tuned on MultiWOZ 2.1 (Eric et al., 2021) in full-
data or low-resource settings. To configure these
different training setups, one only needs to make a
few changes to the unified dataloader parameters,

MultiWOZ 2.1
1% 10% 100%

DST JGA ↑ Slot F1 ↑ JGA ↑ Slot F1 ↑ JGA ↑ Slot F1 ↑

T5-DST 14.5 68.5 35.5 84.8 52.6 91.9
22.9 74.9 41.2 87.1 53.1 92.0

SetSUMBT 7.8 41.8 37.0 84.4 50.3 90.8
22.7 77.2 43.8 88.2 50.7 91.2

NLG SER ↓ BLEU ↑ SER ↓ BLEU ↑ SER ↓ BLEU ↑

T5-NLG 19.0 20.2 6.9 31.3 3.7 35.8
9.8 25.8 5.5 32.9 3.5 35.8

SC-GPT 27.3 14.1 11.2 28.4 4.8 33.6
9.5 26.3 6.9 28.6 5.3 32.1

End2End Comb. BLEU Comb. BLEU Comb. BLEU

SOLOIST 19.8 0.4 48.0 10.0 67.0 16.8
42.2 10.4 62.0 15.9 71.4 17.5

Table 2: Comparison between models without pre-
training (1st row) and with pre-training (2nd row) in
both the low-resource and full-data settings.

as depicted in Listing 1. For low-resource fine-
tuning, we set the data ratios of both training and
validation set to 1% and 10%.

In the low-resource setting, we observe that
pre-training is beneficial, as evidenced in Table 2.
Specifically for the end-to-end model SOLOIST,
pre-training also proves advantageous in the full-
data setting. This may be attributed to the in-
creased complexity of the end-to-end modeling
task. These findings emphasize that transfer learn-
ing can be successfully implemented in ConvLab-3
in a straightforward way. This enables: (1) devel-
opers to leverage knowledge from existing datasets
for application in smaller, custom settings; (2) new-
comers to explore the capabilities of various mod-
els; and (3) experienced researchers to evaluate the
generalisability of their proposed methods, as well
as to compare them to the available state-of-the-
art benchmarks. For an example of joint training
across multiple datasets and retrieval based data
augmentation, see Appendix D and E.

7 Reinforcement Learning Experiments

ConvLab-3 supports a convenient way to run RL
training and evaluation supported by the unified
format and availability of multiple user simulators.
To showcase this, we run transfer learning exper-
iments as well as experiments with multiple user
simulators.

7.1 Transfer Learning

We utilize the DDPT policy model with VTRACE
as algorithm and consider four different data set
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Figure 2: Pre-training then RL training experiments with the DDPT model in interaction with the rule-based
simulator. Shaded regions show standard error. Each model is evaluated on 9 different seeds.

US for
training

US for testing
ABUS TUS GenTUS

ABUS 0.93 0.71 0.56
TUS 0.87 0.79 0.59
GenTUS 0.89 0.86 0.63

Table 3: The strict success rates of PPO-MLP policies
trained on ABUS, TUS, and GenTUS when evaluated
with various user simulators.

scenarios for supervised pre-training: (1) scratch
that does not use pre-training, (2) SGD that pre-
trains on SGD, (3) 1% MWOZ that pre-trains on
1% of MultiWOZ data, and (4) SGD->1%MWOZ
that pre-trains on SGD data and afterwards 1% of
MultiWOZ data. The experiments are conducted
on the semantic level, leveraging the rule-based
dialogue state tracker and the rule-based user simu-
lator (Schatzmann et al., 2007a) of ConvLab-3.

The results, depicted in Figure 2, show a simi-
lar trend for all models and metrics. Nevertheless,
Figure 2(a) reveals that pre-training on SGD does
not yield an advantage for the starting performance,
compared to training from scratch, while it leads
to better results by the end of training. Moreover,
the number of actions taken in a turn and the prob-
ability of taking a request intent, shown in Fig-
ure 2(b) and (c), is initially much lower for the
model trained on SGD only. This indicates that the
behaviour learned from SGD differs significantly
from the behaviour on MultiWOZ. Refer to Ap-
pendix F for more results and experiments. Our
unique evaluation tools thus provides essential in-
sights into both metrics and the behaviour of the
agent.

7.2 Evaluation across Different User
Simulators

To enable a policy to generalize to diverse user
behaviour, it’s crucial to train and evaluate policy
models across various user simulators. ConvLab-
3 not only offers state-of-the-art data-driven user
simulation models but also a configurable interac-
tive environment for evaluation and reinforcement
learning, as illustrated in Figure 1. In these experi-
ments, we utilise a multi-layer perceptron (MLP)
policy trained with the PPO algorithm, using three
distinct user simulators: ABUS (Schatzmann et al.,
2007b), TUS, and GenTUS. We then evaluate the
resulting policies using each of these simulators.

The results, listed in Table 3, show that the pol-
icy trained with ABUS excels only in ABUS eval-
uations, while the GenTUS-trained policy outper-
forms others in GenTUS and TUS evaluations, but
performs slightly worse than ABUS-trained poli-
cies in ABUS evaluations. This result highlights
the importance of cross-US training and evaluation
to show the generalizability of the dialogue policy.
Conducting such experiments is made straightfor-
ward in ConvLab-3, as the user simulator model
can be easily changed within the configuration file.

8 Conclusion

In this paper, we present the dialogue system toolkit
ConvLab-3, which puts a large number of datasets
under one umbrella through our proposed unified
data format. The usage of the unified format facil-
itates comparability and significantly reduces the
implementation cost required for conducting ex-
periments on multiple datasets. In addition, we
provide recent powerful models for all components
of a dialogue system and provide a convenient RL
toolkit which enables researchers to easily build,
train, analyze and evaluate dialogue systems.
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We showcase the advantages of the unified for-
mat and RL toolkit in a large number of experi-
ments, ranging from pre-training to RL training.
The release of ConvLab-3 supports the community
in developing the next generation of task-oriented
dialogue systems.

9 Limitations

As ConvLab-3 is built for text-based TOD systems,
we do not currently provide support for speech.
One solution for this is the usage of speech recog-
nition and text-to-speech interfaces such as Whis-
per (Radford et al., 2023) and WaveNet (van den
Oord et al., 2016). Secondly, while we provide
several datasets in the unified format together
with conversion scripts, the conversion of a new
dataset still requires manual effort such as normal-
izing ontologies and transforming dialogue anno-
tations. Lastly, ConvLab-3, currently, only sup-
ports the commonly used hierarchical dialogue
state representation (Budzianowski et al., 2018)
but not yet state representations such as the graph-
based state (Andreas et al., 2020) and tree-structure
state (Cheng et al., 2020). We consider these limita-
tions as future work to further improve our toolkit.
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Dataset Statistics Dataset Annotations
#Dialogues Avg. Turns Domains Goal DA-U DA-S State API Result Database

Camrest (Wen et al., 2016) 676 10.8 1 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
WOZ 2.0 (Mrkšić et al., 2017) 1200 7.4 1 ✓ ✓

KVRET (Eric et al., 2017) 3030 5.3 3 ✓ ✓ ✓
DailyDialog (Li et al., 2017) 13118 7.9 10 ✓

Taskmaster-1 (Byrne et al., 2019) 13175 21.2 6 ✓ ✓ ✓
Taskmaster-2 (Byrne et al., 2019) 17303 16.9 7 ✓ ✓ ✓
MultiWOZ 2.1 (Eric et al., 2020) 10438 13.7 8 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Schema-Guided (Rastogi et al., 2020) 22825 20.3 45 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
MetaLWOZ (Li et al., 2020) 40203 10.4 51 ✓

CrossWOZ (Zhu et al., 2020a) 6012 16.9 6 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Taskmaster-3 (Byrne et al., 2021) 23757 20.1 1 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

EmoWOZ (Feng et al., 2022) 11434 14.6 8 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Table 4: Statistics and annotations of current unified datasets. DA-U/DA-S is dialogue acts annotation of user/system.

B Tasks and models supported by the
unified data format

Tasks and models already supported by the unified
data format are shown in Table 5.

C Example Serialized Dialogue Acts and
State

The example of serialized dialogue acts and states
is shown in Table 6.

D Joint Training

In this experiment, we investigate the effect of train-
ing a model on multiple datasets jointly instead of
separately. For joint training, we merge MultiWOZ,
SGD, and Taskmaster datasets into one and train
a single model, which requires the model to han-
dle datasets with different ontologies. Intuitively,
the advantage of joint training is that knowledge
transfer is bi-directional and persists for the whole
training period, while the disadvantage is that there
may be inconsistent labels for similar inputs on dif-
ferent datasets, potentially confusing the models.

To avoid confusion, for T5-NLU, T5-DST, and
T5-NLG, we prepend the dataset name to the origi-
nal input to distinguish data from different datasets.
For SetSUMBT, we only predict the state of the
target dataset. Since SGD may have several ser-
vices for one domain, we normalize the service
name to the domain name (e.g., Restaurant_1
to Restaurant) when evaluating NLU and DST.
However, similar slots of different services (e.g.,
city and location) will still confuse the model.
While further normalization may help, we are aim-
ing to compare independent training and joint train-
ing instead of achieving SOTA performance. For
Taskmaster-1/2/3, we evaluate each sample with

the corresponding ontology and then calculate the
metrics on all test samples of three datasets. In
addition, on SGD and Taskmaster, we build pseudo
user goals for TUS and GenTUS by accumulating
constraints and requirements in user dialogue acts
during conversations.

We compare independent training and joint train-
ing in Table 7. MultiWOZ, SGD, and Taskmaster
have 8K, 16K, and 43K dialogues for training re-
spectively. Joint training on these datasets does not
lead to substantial performance drops in most cases,
indicating that models have sufficient capacity to
encode knowledge of different datasets simultane-
ously. However, joint training does not always im-
prove performance either. It consistently improves
the End2End model SOLOIST but makes no differ-
ence to T5-NLU. For other models, the gains vary
with the dataset. Associating with the previous
pre-training-then-fine-tuning experiment, we think
the difference may be attributed to the varying task
complexity on different datasets. When the original
data of a certain dataset are sufficient for a model
to solve the task, including other datasets via joint
training may not bring further benefit.

E Retrieval Augmentation

We further explore transferring knowledge from
other datasets through retrieval-based data augmen-
tation. Here we only consider the single-turn NLU
task where the input is an utterance since utterance-
level similarity is easier to model than dialogue-
level similarity. For each utterance in the target
dataset, we retrieve the top-k (k ∈ {1, 3}) most
similar utterances from other datasets measured by
the MiniLMv2 model (Wang et al., 2021) using
Sentence Transformers (Reimers and Gurevych,
2019). We then use retrieved samples in two ways:
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Task Input Output Models

RG Context Response T5RG, LLMs
Goal2Dial Goal Dialogue T5Goal2Dialogue

NLU Context DA-U T5NLU, BERTNLU, MILU, LLMs
DST Context State T5DST, (Set)SUMBT, TripPy, LLMs

Policy State, DA-U, Database DA-S DDPT, PPO, PG
Word-Policy Context, State, Database Response LAVA

NLG DA-S Response T5NLG, SC-GPT, LLMs
End2End Context, Database State, Response SOLOIST

User Simulator Goal, DA-S DA-U, (Response) TUS, GenTUS, EmoUS, LLMs

Table 5: Tasks and models supported by the unified data format. RG is response generation without database support.
Goal2Dial is generating a dialogue from a user goal. NLU is natural language understanding. BERTNLU, MILU,
PPO, PG are from ConvLab-2 (Zhu et al., 2020b). Currently supported LLMs include LLaMA-2 (Touvron et al.,
2023), ChatGLM2 (Zeng et al., 2022), and OpenAI models such as ChatGPT (through API).

User: I am looking for a cheap restaurant.
System: Is there a particular area of town you prefer?
User: In the centre of town.

DA-U:[inform][restaurant]([area][centre])
State: [restaurant]([area][centre],[price range][cheap])
DA-S: [recommend][restaurant]([name][Zizzi Cambridge])

System: I would recommend Zizzi Cambridge.

Table 6: Example serialized dialogue acts and state. Di-
alogue acts are in the form of “[intent] [domain] ([slot]
[value],...);...”. State is in the form of “[domain] ([slot]
[value],...);...”. Multiple items are separated by a semi-
colon.

1. Augment training data. Models are trained on
both original training data and retrieved data.

2. Additionally input the retrieved samples as
in-context examples, including retrieved ut-
terances and their dialogue acts, as shown in
Table 8. Different from Liu et al. (2022), the
retrieved samples are from other datasets in-
stead of the target dataset and we will train
models on augmented samples.

Since different datasets have different ontolo-
gies (i.e., definitions of intent, domain, slot), we
prepend the corresponding dataset name to an input
utterance as in the joint training experiment. We
use the T5-NLU model and try two model sizes
T5-Small and T5-Large. We fine-tune the models
on MultiWOZ using the same settings as in the
pre-training-then-fine-tuning experiment.

F RL Experiments

F.1 Transfer Learning

In this section, we provide additional plots for the
experiments conducted in Section 7. Figure 3 de-
picts success rate (which is less strict success rate),

average number of turns as well as the average
return. Moreover, we show additional intent prob-
abilities. We can observe in Figure 3(e) that the
policy pre-trained on only SGD data uses more of-
fer intents intially, which reflects the behaviour in
the data set. The probability of the offer intent then
decreases whereas the probability for the recom-
mend intent increases during learning.

F.2 Training with Uncertainty Features

F.2.1 Experimental Setup
The simplified vectorizer module in ConvLab-3
makes it possible to easily include dialogue related
features that might benefit dialogue policy learning.
One such example is given due to the problem of
resolving ambiguities in conversations. Humans
naturally identify these ambiguities and resolve the
uncertainty resulting from them. For a dialogue
system to be robust to ambiguity, it is crucial to
identify and resolve these uncertainties (van Niek-
erk et al., 2021).

ConvLab-3 provides the SetSUMBT dialogue
belief tracker which achieves SOTA performance
in terms of the accuracy of its uncertainty estimates.
Using the vectorizer class to incorporate these fea-
tures we can train a policy using the uncertainty
features obtained from SetSUMBT. To illustrate
the effectiveness of uncertainty features during RL,
we train a PPO policy using these features. The
template-based NLG in ConvLab-3 also allows for
the inclusion of noise (van Niekerk et al., 2021) in
generated responses which allows for uncertainties
to arise during the conversation, simulating a more
realistic conversation.

F.2.2 Result Analysis
Figure 4 (a) reveals that the policy trained using
uncertainty features performs at least as well as the
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(e) Probability of the offer intent
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(f) Probability of the recommend intent

Figure 3: Pre-training then RL training experiments with the DDPT model in interaction with the rule-based
simulator. Shaded regions show standard error. Each model is evaluated on 9 different seeds.
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Figure 4: Evaluation of the PPO policy trained combined with a SetSUMBT DST model with and without uncertainty
features respectively. The policy is trained in an environment that contains 5% user NLG noise to illustrate the
impact of uncertainty.

policy trained without these features. van Niek-
erk et al. (2021) further showed that the policy
trained with uncertainty features performs signifi-
cantly better in conversation with humans than the
policy trained without. This is an indication that
the policy using uncertainty features can handle
ambiguities in conversation better than the policy
without uncertainty modeling. To investigate how
this policy resolves uncertainty we analyze the ac-
tion distributions of the policy using the new RL
toolkit evaluation tools, which provide new insights
into the behaviour of dialogue policy modules. Fig-
ure 4 (b) and (c) show that the policy trained using
uncertainty features utilizes significantly more re-

quest actions than the policy without these features.
This indicates that the policy aims to resolve un-
certainty by requesting information from the user.
For instance, if the policy recognizes uncertainty
regarding the price range a user has requested, it
can resolve this through the use of a request. See
van Niekerk et al. (2021) for example dialogues
with humans where this can be observed.

G Configuring the Dialogue Pipeline and
User Environment

The modules in the dialogue system pipeline and
the user environment for interaction are specified
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MultiWOZ 2.1 SGD Taskmaster

NLU ACC F1 ACC F1 ACC F1

T5-NLU 77.8 86.5 45.0 58.6 81.8 73.0
77.5 86.4 45.2 58.6 81.8 73.0

DST JGA Slot F1 JGA Slot F1 JGA Slot F1

T5-DST 52.6 91.9 20.1 58.5 48.5 81.1
53.1 91.9 20.6 60.0 48.6 81.0

SetSUMBT 50.3 90.8 20.0 58.8 24.9 65.5
50.8 91.0 21.1 59.2 25.3 67.0

NLG SER ↓ BLEU SER ↓ BLEU SER ↓ BLEU

T5-NLG 3.7 35.8 11.9 29.6 2.1 51.5
3.2 35.6 8.3 29.9 2.0 51.3

SC-GPT 4.8 33.6 9.6 28.2 2.2 47.9
3.3 33.5 6.8 29.8 1.6 47.3

End2End Comb. BLEU Slot F1 BLEU Slot F1 BLEU

SOLOIST 67.0 16.8 56.9 11.2 8.5 28.0
71.4 17.1 69.7 23.1 9.2 29.2

US-DA ACC F1 ACC F1 ACC F1

TUS 15.0 53.2 10.2 11.6 23.0 23.0
32.0 62.3 13.8 15.6 22.5 22.0

US-NL SER ↓ F1 SER ↓ F1 SER ↓ F1

GenTUS 4.2 62.5 8.4 48.8 4.2 43.8
3.3 49.5 8.0 48.7 3.5 43.9

Table 7: Comparison of independent training and joint
training (1st row vs. 2nd row of each model) on 3
datasets. We normalize the service name to the domain
name when evaluating NLU and DST on SGD.

using a configuration file as can be seen in Listing
2.

H Ontology, Data and Database in the
Unified Format

As explained in Section 3, a dataset in the unified
format consists of an ontology, dialogues and a
database. We depict an example for ontology, dia-
logues and database results for the MultiWOZ 2.1
dataset in the unified format in Listing 3, 4 and 5,
respectively.

Original input: user: Yes please, for 8 people at 18:30 on
thursday.

Augmented input: tm3 user: Yes, please, four for 8:10pm.
=> [inform] [movie]([num.tickets][four],[time.showing][8:10
pm]) tm1 user: Yes, 8PM, please. => [inform][restaurant
_reservation]([time.reservation][8PM]) sgd user: Yes please,
for 3 people on March 8th at 12:30 pm. => [affirm_intent]
[Restaurants_1]([][]);[inform][Restaurants_1] ([party_size][3]
[date][March 8th],[time][12:30 pm]) multiwoz21 user: Yes
please, for 8 people at 18:30 on thursday.

Output: [inform][restaurant]([book day][thursday],[book
time][18:30],[book people][8])

Table 8: An example of input augmented by retrieved
top-3 samples from other TOD datasets for in-context
learning. Dataset names are highlighted.

T5-NLU MultiWOZ 2.1
1% 10% 100%

T5-small ACC F1 ACC F1 ACC F1

Baseline 48.1 64.6 68.8 80.6 77.8 86.5
Pre-trained 55.5 70.1 69.8 81.0 77.9 86.5

Data Aug.
- top1 51.4 66.8 69.0 80.6 77.5 86.5
- top3 51.3 66.4 68.8 80.6 77.0 86.2

In-context
- top1 44.5 61.3 68.5 80.1 77.7 86.4
- top3 43.6 60.8 68.1 79.8 77.5 86.4

T5-large ACC F1 ACC F1 ACC F1

Baseline 51.2 67.9 67.8 80.0 76.8 86.4
Pre-trained 56.7 71.7 69.5 81.0 76.8 86.1

Data Aug.
- top1 49.7 66.8 68.7 80.6 76.9 86.1
- top3 48.5 66.2 68.5 80.5 76.3 85.8

In-context
- top1 43.4 61.3 69.1 81.0 76.5 85.9
- top3 43.9 63.0 68.7 80.8 76.9 86.2

Table 9: Comparison of different ways to use other TOD
datasets: (1) pre-training, (2) retrieving similar samples
for data augmentation or (3) in-context learning.
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{
"model": {

"load_path": "from_pretrained",
"pretrained_load_path": "",
"use_pretrained_initialisation": false ,
"batchsz": 200,
"seed": 0,
"epoch": 100,
"eval_frequency": 5,
"process_num": 1,
"num_eval_dialogues": 20,
"sys_semantic_to_usr": false

},
"vectorizer_sys": {

"uncertainty_vector_mul": {
"class_path": "convlab.policy.vector.vector_binary.VectorBinary",
"ini_params": {

"use_masking": true ,
"manually_add_entity_names": true ,
"seed": 0

}
}

},
"nlu_sys": {

"BertNLU": {
"class_path": "convlab.nlu.jointBERT.unified_datasets.BERTNLU",
"ini_params": {

"mode": "all",
"config_file": "multiwoz21_all.json",
"model_file": "https :// huggingface.co/ConvLab/bert -base -nlu/resolve/main/

bertnlu_unified_multiwoz21_all_context0.zip"
}

}
},
"dst_sys": {

"RuleDST": {
"class_path": "convlab.dst.rule.multiwoz.dst.RuleDST",
"ini_params": {}

}
},
"sys_nlg": {},
"nlu_usr": {},
"dst_usr": {},
"policy_usr": {

"GenTUS": {
"class_path": "convlab.policy.genTUS.stepGenTUS.UserPolicy",
"ini_params": {

"model_checkpoint": "convlab/policy/genTUS/unify/experiments/multiwoz21 -exp",
"mode": "language",
"only_action": false

}
}

},
"usr_nlg": {}

}

Listing 2: Example configuration file for a PPO dialogue policy, binary vectoriser, BertNLU and rule-based DST.
The user simulator is GenTUS. We can straightforwardly build different configurations by substituting different
modules.
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{
"domains": {

"attraction": {
"description": "find an attraction",
"slots": {

"area": {
"description": "area to search for attractions",
"is_categorical": true ,
"possible_values": ["centre", "east", "north", "south", "west"]
},

"name": {
"description": "name of the attraction",
"is_categorical": false ,
"possible_values": []

},
...

}
},
...

},
"intents": {

"inform": {"description": "inform the value of a slot"},
"request": {"description": "ask for the value of a slot"},
...

},
"state": {

"attraction": {
"type": "",
"name": "",
"area": ""

},
"hotel": {

"name": "",
"area": "",
...

},
...

},
"dialogue_acts": {

"categorical": [
"{'user ': False , 'system ': True , 'intent ': 'nobook ', 'domain ': 'hotel ', 'slot ': 'book day '}",
"{'user ': False , 'system ': True , 'intent ': 'nobook ', 'domain ': 'restaurant ', 'slot ': 'book day '}

",
...

],
"non -categorical": [

"{'user ': False , 'system ': True , 'intent ': 'inform ', 'domain ': 'attraction ', 'slot ': 'address '}"
,

"{'user ': False , 'system ': True , 'intent ': 'inform ', 'domain ': 'attraction ', 'slot ': 'choice '}",
...

],
"binary": [

"{'user ': False , 'system ': True , 'intent ': 'book ', 'domain ': 'attraction ', 'slot ': ''}",
"{'user ': False , 'system ': True , 'intent ': 'book ', 'domain ': 'hospital ', 'slot ': ''}",
...

]
}

}

Listing 3: Example of the unified format ontology for the MultiWOZ 2.1 dataset.
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[
{

"dataset": "multiwoz21",
"data_split": "train",
"dialogue_id": "multiwoz21 -train -0",
"original_id": "SNG01856.json",
"domains": ["hotel", "general"],
"goal": {

"description": "You are looking for a place to stay. The hotel should be in the cheap price
range and should be in the type of hotel ...",

"inform": {
"hotel": {

"type": "hotel",
"parking": "yes",
"price range": "cheap",
"internet": "yes",
"book stay": "3|2",
"book day": "tuesday",
"book people": "6"

}
},
"request": {

"hotel": {}
}

},
"turns": [

{
"speaker": "user",
"utterance": "am looking for a place to to stay that has cheap price range it should be in a

type of hotel",
"utt_idx": 0,
"dialogue_acts": {

"categorical": [
{

"intent": "inform",
"domain": "hotel",
"slot": "price range",
"value": "cheap"

}
],
"non -categorical": [

{
"intent": "inform",
"domain": "hotel",
"slot": "type",
"value": "hotel",
"start": 87,
"end": 92

}
],
"binary": []

},
"state": {

"attraction": {
"type": "",
"name": "",
"area": ""

},
...

}
},
{

"speaker": "system",
"utterance": "Okay , do you have a specific area you want to stay in?",
"utt_idx": 1,
"dialogue_acts": {

"categorical": [],
"non -categorical": [],
"binary": [

{
"intent": "request",
"domain": "hotel",
"slot": "area"

}
]

},
"booked": {

"taxi": [],
"restaurant": [],
...

}
},
...

]
},
...

]

Listing 4: Example of the unified format data within the MultiWOZ 2.1 dataset.
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[
{

"address": "124 tenison road",
"area": "east",
"internet": "yes",
"parking": "no",
"id": "0",
"name": "a and b guest house",
"phone": "01223315702",
"postcode": "cb12dp",
"price": {
"double": "70",
"family": "90",
"single": "50"
},
"pricerange": "moderate",
"stars": "4",
"takesbookings": "yes",
"type": "guesthouse",
"Ref": "00000000"

},
...

]

Listing 5: Example of database query result when searching for a moderately priced hotel in the east from the
MultiWOZ unified format database.
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